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With over half a century of horticultural expertise, at Hozelock 
we understand the rewards of gardening, and we want to help 

gardeners get the most from their gardens. We combine a 
knowledge and passion for gardening with a pride in 

craftsmanship to develop solutions to help your 
customers gardens fl ourish and come to life.

New for 2011 : 

The roll-out of our new brand positioning - 

Gardening for life, and the launch of fi ve exciting 

new products and ranges for Hozelock.

New AutoReel range: 

An intensive 5 year development program 

enables us to bring the benefi t of Automatic 

Rewind to gardeners who need a hose up to 

40m long (see page 4).

New Pressure Washer range : 

Through our watering and aquatic ranges, water 

and power are synonymous with Hozelock. The new 

Hozelock range features reliable powerful motors for 

eff ective cleaning, with all tools and hose stored on 

board, and easy movement thanks to the built in towing 

handles. Our launch in the UK in 2010 has been highly 

successful, and Hozelock is #2 in the market and a strong 

challenger to the leading brand.

New Hose range : 

Hozelock is the European consumer brand for our hose 

range. This completely new range uses innovations 

developed by our technical hose brand Tricofl ex. The new 

range has been developed to appeal to consumers in all 

markets, and features two genuine innovations : Soft & 

Flex™ , and Easy Roll™ technology (see page 6).

Hozelock Cyprio 
New Aquaforce range : 

Following three years of development and testing, 

Hozelock launched in 2010 a new range of seven solid 

handling fi lter and waterfall pumps with fl ows up to 

15,000 lph. They combine unrivalled reliability, ease of 

use and deliver power savings of up to 70%. For 2011 we 

have invested in additional manufacturing capacity to 

ensure 100% availability (see page 44 - Aquatics).

Hozelock Cyprio : Centres of Excellence : 

Launched in the UK in 2010, the Hozelock Cyprio Centre 

of Excellence concept is a total category package for 

qualifying retailers. Giving them access to a cutting 

edge retail support package : modular display racking, 

in fi xture product demo’s, and our award winning video 

merchandisers. This concept has been proved to increase 

like for like sales by up to 46% (see page 42 - Aquatics).
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Pressure Washers
Through our watering and aquatic ranges, water 
and power are synonymous with the Hozelock brand. 
Developing a range of pressure washers was a logical 
extension for our brand.

Launched in the  UK in 2010, the Hozelock pressure 
washer range features three models: Compact, High 
Pressure and Heavy Duty.

The launch has been highly successful, and 
Hozelock is now the Number 2 brand in the 
UK market by value.

All the models in the range share the 
same consumer benefits:

Reliable, powerful motors and 
pumps – All the pressure washers 
in the Hozelock range use hard 
wearing cast aluminum pump 
chambers combined with ceramic 
pistons to ensure a long working 
life. The motors are air cooled, 
and prior to final assembly all the 
motors and pumps are tested for 
output and longevity.

Effective Cleaning – All the models 
are supplied with a jet turbo lance 
for shifting stubborn spot grime, and 
a variable jet that can be adjusted to a 
fan for sweeping dirt or soap from a surface. 
Additionally all the models have a detergent 
dispenser either built in or attachable to the end of the 
lance.

Easy to Move – The entire range is easy to move thanks 
to soft wheels, and a full height, towing handle. On the 
Compact range the pressure lance clicks onto the washer 
body to create the towing handle.

Easy to Store – The pressure lance, accessories, and hose 
store all are stored on board. The Heavy-duty models 
have a built in high-pressure hose reel.

new products
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New AutoReel range
In 1998 Hozelock launched the original AutoReel. A 20m 
automatic rewind, self-layering hose reel that created a 
new watering category - Premium Hose Systems. Since 
launch the AutoReel has received numerous awards, and 
was named a Millennium Product by the UK government.

We have striven since 1998 to bring AutoReel benefits 
to a wider audience; FastReel and FastCart have easy 
rewind and the 10m AutoReel brought Auto Rewind to 
smaller gardens; but consumers have repeatedly asked us 
to bring the Auto Rewind benefit to larger gardens. After 
5 years of development, 2011 sees the launch of the 
innovative, exceptional, 30 and 40m AutoReels.

40m AutoReel 
The new AutoReels are simplicity in itself to use.  When 
you’re ready, the hose smoothly and easily unwinds, then, 
with a simple tug it slowly and reliably rewinds, whilst 
the layering mechanism accurately layers the hose back 

onto the drum.

The new Auto Rewind mechanism is the secret 
that makes the 40m length possible. It enables 

the full force of the powerful spring to rewind 
the hose regardless of water pressure, 
operating temperature or ground covering, 
but at the same time it stops the rewind 
from getting uncomfortably fast. The 
new AutoReels are covered by European 
and Worldwide patents, and we 
always guard our intellectual property 
vigorously.

Made in the UK, the new Hozelock 
AutoReels are beautifully crafted. 

From the high quality mouldings to the 
braided anti-kink hose, every detail has 

been considered to make the  new Hozelock 
AutoReels simply the best hose reels available.

Accessories and Spares – The range is supported by 
a comprehensive range of spares and accessories, 
including patio cleaners, brushes, extension lances, and 
replacement hoses and triggers
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2360 - 30m Hose Hanger
-   Wall mounted hanger and storage unit for 

30m of 12.5mm hose

2382 - Hose Box with 20m hose
-  Enclosed and freestanding 
-  Includes 20m of 12.5mm Maxi Plus hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x hose connectors, 1 x 

waterstop , 1 x  3/4” / 1/2” tap connector

2410 - 30m Hose Reel (not shown)
-  Freestanding hose reel
-  Supplied with 1 x hose end connectors

2412 - 30m Hose Reel with 15m hose
-  Freestanding hose reel
-  Includes 15m of 12.5mm Maxi Plus hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x hose connectors, 1 x 

waterstop , 1 x  3/4” / 1/2” tap connector

2420 - 30m Hose Reel (not shown)
- Wall mounted hose reel
-   Supplied with 1 x hose end connectors
-   With wall fixings 

2422 - 30m Hose Reel with 15m hose
-  Wall mounted hose reel
-  Includes 15m of 12.5mm Maxi Plus hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x hose connectors, 1 x 

waterstop , 1 x  3/4” / 1/2” tap connector
-  With wall fixings, and hose guide

2471 - 60m Hose Reel with 25m hose
-  Freestanding or wall mounted hose reel
- Includes 25m of 12.5mm Maxi Plus hose
- Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x hose connectors, 1 x 

waterstop , 1 x  3/4” / 1/2” tap connector
- With wall fixings

2477 - 60m Hose Reel with 50m hose (not 
shown)
-  Freestanding or wall mounted hose reel
-  Includes 50m of 12.5mm Maxi Plus hose
- Includes 1 x nozzle, 1 x hose connectors, 1 x 

waterstop , 1 x  3/4” / 1/2” tap connector

-  With wall fixings

2475 - 60m Hose Reel (not shown)
- Freestanding or wall mounted hose reel
- Supplied with 2 x hose end connectors

- With wall fixings

hose storage 5 010646 052689
new products

Hose range
Hozelock is the European consumer brand for our market 
leading hose pipe range. 2011 see’s the launch of a 
brand new range, supported by new packaging and 
category leading point of sale material.

The new range features innovations developed by our 
technical hose team – Tricoflex, based at our dedicated 
hose factory in Vitry, France. 

Soft & Flex 
TechnologyTM  – 
Tricoflex developed 
and launched in 2003 
a hose with a foamed 
layer of PVC to provide 

enhanced flexibility, and a unique soft and comfortable 
touch. In 2007 this was further refined and Soft & 
Flex TechnologyTM for the garden was born. Soft & 
Flex TechnologyTM turns the hose into one long shock 
absorber – millions of tiny, perfectly uniform bubbles 
absorb the strains and twists that cause a hose to kink. 
Soft & Flex TechnologyTM makes a hose lightweight, kink 
free, and a joy to handle.

Fast Roll TechnologyTM 
– The latest innovation 
from Tricoflex is designed 
to transform the ease of 
winding and unwinding 
the hose on a reel or cart:     

1. Super smooth cover reduce the force required to reel 
the hose in.

2. Anti-slip raised stripes glide the hose onto the reel and 
stop the hose from slipping and tangling.

The new range has been designed to be simple to 
understand, and shop . Its divided into two clear sub-
categories:

Braided – Maxi Range

Braided hose is for gardeners looking for strength and 
durability above everything. It’s the Maxi hose range. The 
range is available in a range of diameters (from 12.5mm 
to 25mm), lengths, and at three different quality levels.

Maxi Plus hose is used on all our standard and Plus 
hose systems. Maxi Pro is used on all our Premium Hose 
Systems, like AutoReel.

Knitted – Flexi Range

Knitted hose is for gardeners who prefer flexibility and 
comfort in use, and are looking for hoses with Anti 
Kink properties. It’s the Flexi hose range. The range 
is available in a range of diameters (from 12.5mm to 
25mm), lengths, and at three different quality levels.

Within each of these categories, the range is broken 
down into three quality levels: Standard, Plus and Pro.

INFO

SOFT & FLEX™

FAST ROLL™

SOFT & FLEX™

FAST ROLL™
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2398 - 60m Hose Cart (not shown)
-  Wheeled hose reel
-  Supplied with 2 x hose end connectors

2488 - 60m Hose Cart with 25m hose
-  Wheeled hose reel
-  Includes 25m of 12.5mm Maxi Plus hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x hose connectors, 1 x 

waterstop , 1 x  3/4” / 1/2” tap connector

2431 - 45m Assembled Hose reel & 25m 
hose
-  Freestanding or wall mounted hose reel
-  Includes 25m of 12.5mm Maxi Plus hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x hose connectors, 1 x 

waterstop , 1 x  3/4” / 1/2” tap connector

-  With wall fixings

2432 - 45m Assembled Hose Cart with 20m 
hose
-  Wheeled hose reel
-  Includes 20m of 12.5mm Maxi Plus hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x hose connectors, 1 x 

waterstop , 1 x 1”/ 3/4”/ 1/2” tap connector

2435 - 60m Assembled Hose Cart with 
50m hose (not shown)
-  Wheeled hose reel
-  Includes 50m of 12.5mm Maxi Plus hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x hose connectors, 1 x 

waterstop , 1 x 1”/ 3/4”/ 1/2” tap connector

2415 - Compact Reel with 25m hose
-  Enclosed freestanding or wall mounted hose reel 

with hose layering
-  Includes 25m of 12.5mm Maxi Plus hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x hose connectors, 1 x 

waterstop , 1 x  3/4” / 1/2” tap connector

-  With wall fixings

2416 - Compact Cart with 30m hose
-  Enclosed Wheeled hose reel with hose layering
-  Includes 30m of 12.5mm Maxi Plus hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x hose connectors, 1 x 

waterstop , 1 x  3/4” / 1/2” tap connector

2437 - 60m Assembled Metal Hose Cart  
(not shown)
- Wheeled hose reel
-  Supplied with 2 x  PLUS hose end connectors

Hose Storage - PLUS

2436 - 60m Assembled Metal Hose Cart 
with 30m hose
-  Wheeled hose reel
-  Includes 30m of 12.5mm Maxi Pro hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x PLUS hose connectors, 

1 x PLUS waterstop , 1 x 1”/ 3/4”/ 1/2” tap 
connector

2434 - 60m Assembled Hose Cart with 
30m hose

- Wheeled hose reel
- Includes 30m of 12.5mm Maxi Plus hose
- Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x hose connectors, 1 x  
waterstop , 1 x 1”/ 3/4”/ 1/2” tap connector
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2450 - Fast Cart with 40m hose
-  Wheeled with easy rewind and automatic 

hose layering
-  Includes 40m of 12.5mm Maxi Pro hose, 

and 2m feeder hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x hose connectors, 

1 x waterstop , 1 x  3/4” / 1/2” tap 
connector

5 010646 052689Hose Storage - PRO

2496 - Wall Mounted Fast Reel with 
40m hose
-  Wall mounted hose reel with geared easy 

rewind and automatic hose layering
-  Includes 40m of 12.5mm Maxi Pro hose, 

and 2m feeder hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x hose connectors, 

1 x waterstop , 1 x  3/4” / 1/2” tap 
connector

-  With wall fixings, and corner hose guide

2494 - Fast Reel with 40m Hose
-  Free standing reel with easy rewind and 

automatic hose layering
-  Includes 40m of 12.5mm Maxi Pro hose, and 2m 

feeder hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 2 x hose connectors, 1 x 

waterstop , 1 x  3/4” / 1/2” tap connector

INFO INFO
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2485 - Auto Reel with 10m hose  
-  Wall mounted  hose reel with automatic 

rewind  
-  Includes 10m of Maxi Pro hose, and 2m 

feeder hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 1 x hose connectors, 

1 x waterstop , 1 x 1”/ 3/4”/ 1/2” tap 
connector

- With wall fixings

2490 - Auto Reel with 20m hose
-  Wall mounted hose reel with automatic 

rewind 
-  Includes 20m of Maxi Pro hose, and 2m 

feeder hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 1 x hose connectors, 

1 x waterstop , 1 x 1”/ 3/4”/ 1/2” tap 
connector

- With wall fixings

2590 -  Auto Reel with 30m hose
-  Wall mounted hose reel with automatic 

slow rewind 
-  Includes 30m of Maxi Pro hose, and 2m 

feeder hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 1 x hose connectors, 

1 x waterstop , 1 x 1”/ 3/4”/ 1/2” tap 
connector

- With wall fixings

2595 - Auto Reel with  40m hose
-  Wall mounted hose reel with automatic 

slow rewind 
-  Includes 40m of Maxi Pro hose, and 2m 

feeder hose
-  Includes 1 x nozzle, 1 x hose connectors, 

1 x waterstop , 1 x 1”/ 3/4”/ 1/2” tap 
connector

- With wall fixings

5 010646 052689Hose Storage - PRO
171200 - 15m Maxi hose (12.5mm dia.)

171201 - 20m Maxi hose (12.5mm dia.)

171203 - 25m Maxi hose (12.5mm dia.)

171202 - 30m Maxi hose (12.5mm dia.)

171204 - 50m Maxi hose (12.5mm dia.)

171210 - 25m Maxi hose (15mm dia.)

171211 - 50m Maxi hose (15mm dia.)

171220 - 25m Maxi hose (19mm dia.)

171221 - 50m Maxi hose (19mm dia.)

171230 - 25m Maxi hose (25mm dia.)

171231 - 50m Maxi hose (25mm dia.)

171205 - 20m Maxi hose Starter Set (12.5mm dia.)

7130 9000 - 30m Maxi hose Starter Set (12.5mm 
dia.) - only available from UK
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hose - watering range

-  Standard garden hose
- 3 layers with braided reinforcement
- 5 years guarantee

INFO INFO



Flexi Maxi Plus 
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152120 - 25m Maxi Plus hose (12.5mm dia.)

152121 - 50m Maxi Plus hose (12.5mm dia.)

152130 - 25m Maxi Plus hose (19mm dia.)

152131 - 50m Maxi Plus hose (19mm dia.)

152122 - 20m Maxi Plus hose Starter Set (12.5mm 
dia.)

152123 - 25m Maxi Plus hose Starter Set (12.5mm 
dia.)

7230 9000 - 30m Maxi Plus hose Starter Set 
(12.5mm dia.)  - only available from UK

152125 - 40m Maxi Plus hose Starter Set (12.5mm 
dia.)    

7430 - 30m Flexi hose (12.5mm dia)
 - only available from UK

7450 - 50m Flexi hose (12.5mm dia)
 - only available from UK

145260 - 25m Flexi hose (15mm dia.)

145261 - 50m Flexi hose (15mm dia.)

145262 - 25m Flexi hose (19mm dia.)

145263 - 50m Flexi hose (19mm dia.)

7430 9000 - 30m Flexi hose Starter Set (12.5mm 
dia.)  - only available from UK

5 010646 052689 5 010646 052689
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hose - watering range 
-  General purpose, hard wearing hose
-  4 layers with braided reinforcement
-  10 years guarantee

-  Flexible hose
-  4 layers with knitted reinforcement
-  10 years guarantee
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Flexi Plus
145130 - 20m Flexi Plus hose (12.5mm dia)

145132 - 25m Flexi Plus hose (12.5mm dia)

145133 - 30m Flexi Plus hose (12.5mm dia)

145134 - 50m Flexi Plus hose (12.5mm dia)

145140 - 15m Flexi Plus hose (15mm dia)

145141 - 25m Flexi Plus hose (15mm dia)

145143 - 50m Flexi Plus hose (15mm dia)

-  General purpose flexible hose with 
anti kink

-  5 layers with knitted reinforcement 
and Soft&FlexTM Technology

-  15 years guarantee

Maxi Pro 7330 - 30m Maxi Pro hose (12.5mm dia.)
 - only available from UK

7350 - 50m Maxi Pro hose (12.5mm dia.)
 - only available from UK

7330 9000  30m Maxi Pro hose Starter Set 
(12.5mm dia.)  - only available from UK

-  The ultimate hard wearing hose, 
crush resistant

-  4 layers with extra thick wall, and 
braided reinforcement

-  15  years guarantee
     

145150 - 25m Flexi Plus hose (19mm dia)

INFO INFO
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Flexi Pro 

Flexi Plus 
- continued

146500 - 25m Flexi Pro hose (12.5mm dia)

7630 - 30m Flexi Pro hose (12.5mm dia)
 - only available from UK

146502 - 50m Flexi Pro hose (12.5mm dia)

146511 - 25m Flexi Pro hose (15mm dia)

146512 - 50m Flexi Pro hose (15mm dia)

146520 - 25m Flexi Pro hose (19mm dia)

7630 9000 - 30m Flexi Pro hose Starter Set (12.5mm 
dia)  - only available from UK

146521 - 50m Flexi Pro hose (19mm dia)

146510 - 20m Flexi Pro hose Starter Set (15mm dia)

5 010646 052689
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hose - watering range 

-  Thanks to Fast roll TM design 
innovation this hose has 
exceptional rolling / unrolling 
quality combined with anti kink

-  5 layers with knitted reinforcement 
and Soft&FlexTM Technology and 
Fast roll TM design

-  20 years Guarantee

145152 - 50m Flexi Plus hose (19mm dia)

145161 - 25m Flexi Plus hose (25mm dia)

145162 - 50m Flexi Plus hose (25mm dia)

145136 - 20m Flexi Plus hose Starter Set (12.5mm 
dia.)

7530 9000 - 30m Flexi Plus hose Starter Set 
(12.5mm dia.) - only available from UK

145144 - 20m Flexi Plus hose Starter Set (15mm 
dia.)

145153 - 20m Flexi Plus hose Starter Set (19mm 
dia.)

Spirabel 

Spirabel SNT S  

Prisme

6235 - 3.5m Spirabel (25mm) 1”BSP 33.3mm Dia 
(G1 fittings)

PLEASE ASK YOUR CONTACT FOR DETAILS

5 010646 052689
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hose - technical range 

-  Suction and delivery hose with 
1”BSP 33.3mm Dia (G1) fittings

-  Hose reinforced with a PVC spiral in 
a black soft PVC wall

-  Working pressure up to 4 bar

-  Suction and delivery hose
-  Hose reinforced with a PVC spiral in 

a transparent soft PVC wall

163202 - 100m Prisme hose (4 x 8mm dia) 

163215 - 100m Prisme hose (6 x 12mm dia)

163228 - 80m Prisme hose (8 x 14mm dia)

163231 - 60m Prisme hose (10 x 16mm dia)

163244 - 40m Prisme hose (12 x 19mm dia)

163257 - 30m Prisme hose (15 x 23mm dia)

163260 - 20m Prisme hose (19 x 27mm dia)

-  Multi purpose food quality hose
-  3 PVC layers with high resistance 

polyester reinforcement
-  Working pressure : 16 bar

INFO INFO



Tricoflat 

Cristal

140703 - 50m Tricoflat hose (35mm dia)

140714 - 50m Tricoflat hose (40mm dia)

140725 - 50m Tricoflat hose (45mm dia)

6215 - 15m Tricoflat hose (40mm dia)
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hose - technical range 

-  Flat hose for water supply and 
irrigation

-  3 PVC layers with high resistance 
polyester reinforcement

-  Working pressure : 8 bar

141917 - 300m Cristal hose (3 x 6mm dia) 

142107 - 150m Cristal hose (5 x 8mm dia)

142181 - 150m Cristal hose (6 x 9mm dia)

142210 - 150m Cristal hose (7 x 10mm dia)

142265 - 120m Cristal hose (8 x 11mm dia)

142271 - 80m Cristal hose (10 x 14mm dia)

142284 - 60m Cristal hose (12 x 16mm dia)

142300  - 40m Cristal hose (15 x 19mm dia)

-  Multi-purpose unreinforced for low 
pressure liquids 

-  One PVC layer
-  1 bar burst pressure

16 17

Rubvyl 

Yachting

105121 - 20m Rubvyl hose (15mm dia)

105134 - 40m Rubvyl hose (15mm dia)

105147 - 20m Rubvyl hose (19mm dia)

061031 - 40m Rubvyl hose (19mm dia)
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hose - specific range 

-  Heavyweight, thick and abrasion 
resistant hose for site work/
construction

-  4 Layer hose with knitted 
reinforcement. 

-  12 years guarantee

063150 - 15m Yachting hose (15mm dia) 

063176 - 25m Yachting hose (15mm dia)

063218 - 25m Yachting hose (19mm dia)

063263 - 50m Yachting hose (19mm dia)

063205 - 80m Yachting hose (15mm dia) on a 
reel

-  Designed to fit perfectly with 
swimming pool and boat areas

-  High quality : 5 layers hose with 
knitted reinforcement and Soft&flex 
technology

-  15 years guarantee

INFO INFO
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2826 Water Butt Pump
-  Submersible 300w high pressure pump (1.1 bar 

max pressure, 2200 lph max flow)
-  Suitable for use with spray guns, sprinkler, micro 

irrigation and hosepipes up to 50m in length. 
-  Supplied with 2175 tap connector, attaches to 

3/4” BSP (G3/4) outlet

7819 - Ultra Metal Garden Pump Kit
- Non submersible, self priming very high pressure 

pump (3.5 bar max pressure, 3,500 lph max flow) 
with suction hose, inlet filter, and all fittings

-  Suitable for use with spray guns, sprinkler, micro 
irrigation and hosepipes up to 50m in length

-  Supplied with 2158 tap connector, attaches to 1” 
BSP (G1) outlet

7825 - Flood Pump
-  Submersible 300w high flow drainage pump (6m 

max lift, 6000 lph max flow)
-  Automatic float switch turns pump on 

automatically when area is flooded.
-  Supplied with hosetail 32 -->25mm , attaches to 1 

1/4” BSP (G1.25) outlet

2016 - 250ml Water Storing Gel
-  Mix gel with compost to store water , and reduce 

water requirement by 90%
-  Single treatment lasts an entire season, and 

reduces watering frequency to once per week  

2017 - 500ml Water Storing Gel
-  Mix gel with compost to store water , and reduce 

water requirement by 90%
-  Single treatment lasts an entire season, and 

reduces watering frequency to once per week

2021 - 250ml Water Storing Gel and Feed
-  Mix gel with compost to store water , and reduce 

water requirement by 90%
-  Single treatment lasts an entire season, and 

reduces watering frequency to once per week

-  Includes a slow release plant food

2022 -  Water Storing Gel Mat x 4
-  Biodegradable mat impregnated with water 

storing gel, place in compost to store water, and 
reduce water requirement by 90%

-  Single treatment lasts an entire season, and 
reduces watering frequency to once per week

     

5 010646 052689
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water saving treatments

garden pumps5 010646 052689
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hose - specific range 

Porous hose 152000 - 20m Porous Soaker hose (12.5mm dia)

152026 - 30m Porous Soaker hose (12.5mm dia) 

152012  - 150m Porous Soaker hose (12.5mm dia) 
on a reel

-  Ideal for watering borders, 
vegetables and greenhouses 
without waste

-  Porous hose which seeps water 
along the full length.

-  2 years guarantee

Sprinkler hose  

Dripper hose  

Spiral hose  

068764 - 7,5 m - Area covered 50m
- Max Coverage 50m2

2774 - 25m dripper hose (13mm)

15m spiral hose starter set (9mm dia)

068777 - 15m - Area covered : 100 m 
- Max Coverage 100m2

2775 - 50m dripper hose (13mm) 

-  Perforated flat hose, produces fine 
spray or reverse for soak.

-  Using the fitting supplied, two can 
be joined together.

-  Dripper hose with 13mm drippers 
every 30cm

-  Combine with micro irrigation 
fittings to efficienty water 
flowerbeds

-  2 years guarantee

-  Self recoiling hose hose starter set 
(1 x 9mm 2166, 1 x 9mm 2185, 1 x 
2673 spraygun, 1 x 2184)

INFO INFO



2155 - Dual Tap Connector
- Connect two hoses to one outdoor tap
- 3/4” BSP (G3/4) / 1/2” BSP (G1/2) tap connector 

2159 - Indoor Threaded Tap Connector
- For kitchen tap with aerator head
- 24mm M24 (Male)

2167 - 3/4” Outdoor tap connector
- For outdoor threaded taps
- 3/4” BSP (G3/4)  tap connector

2304 - Indoor Threaded Tap Connector
- For kitchen tap with aerator head
- 22mm M22 (Female) 

2274 - Mixer Tap Connector
- For square, round and oval kitchen mixer taps
- Max 43mm x 34mm wide 

2181 - Non return tap connector
- Prevents backflow of contaminated water into mains
- 3/4” BSP (G3/4) / 1/2” BSP (G1/2) / 5/8” BSP tap connector

2150 - 4-Way Tap Connector
- Creates four outlets from a single tap
- Can be wall mounted
- Includes 2 x hose connectors and wall fixings

2291 - Double Male Connector
- Allows two hoses to be joined 

2293 - Y-Connector
- Allows three hoses to be joined

2100 - 12.5mm Hose Repair Connector
- For repairing damaged hose

2200 - 19mm (3/4’’) Hose Repair Connector
- For repairing damaged hose

2289 - 3/4” Accessory adaptor
- 3/4” BSP (G3/4)   

2170 - Flat Hose & Spiral Hose Adaptor
- 3/4” BSP (G3/4) 

2050 - Hose end connector (12.5mm & 15mm)
- Soft touch for comfort
- Flexible tail prevents kinking

2050 0025 - Hose end connector (12.5mm & 
15mm) x2

- Twin pack

2060 - Hose end connector (15mm & 19mm) 
- Soft touch for comfort
- Flexible tail prevents kinking

2055 - AquaStop connector (12.5mm & 15mm)
- Valve shuts off water when accessory is disconnected

2065 - AquaStop connector (15mm & 19mm)
- Valve shuts off water when accessory is disconnected

2041 - 3/4” & 1/2” Outdoor tap connector
- For outdoor threaded taps
- 3/4” BSP (G3/4) / 1/2” BSP (G1/2) tap connector

2046 - 1/2” Outdoor tap connector
- For outdoor threaded taps
- 1/2” BSP (G1/2) tap connector

2042 - 1” Outdoor tap connector
- For outdoor threaded taps
- 1” BSP (G1) tap connector

2044 - Double Male Connector 
- Allows two hoses to be joined

2043 - 12.5mm Hose Repair Connector
- For repairing damaged hose

2030 - Hose End Connector (12.5mm & 15mm)
- Soft touch for comfort
- Flexible tail prevents kinking

2040 - Hose End Connector (15mm & 19mm)
- Soft touch for comfort
- Flexible tail prevents kinking

2035 - AquaStop connector (12.5mm & 15mm)
- Valve shuts off water when accessory is disconnected

2045 - AquaStop connector (15mm & 19mm)
- Valve shuts off water when accessory is disconnected

metal fittings - PRO
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2100   2293   

2155   2159   

2177   2176   

2184   2158   

2181   2274   

2050   

2055   

2042   2041   

2044   

2043

2030   

2035   

fittings - PLUS
2289   2170   

fittings
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2304  2167   2176 - Round Tap Connector
- For round or oval taps
- Max Diameter 18mm

2177 - Round Mixer Tap Connector
- For round or oval taps
- Max Diameter 24mm

2184 - 3/4” & 1/2” Outdoor tap connector
- For outdoor threaded taps
- 3/4” BSP (G3/4) / 1/2” BSP (G1/2) tap connector

2158 - 1” Outdoor tap connector
- For outdoor threaded taps
- 1” BSP (G1) tap connector

INFO INFO



2292 - Hose Nozzle
-  Adjustable from jet to fine spray

2674 - Jet Spray
-  Lockable on / off  trigger  with separate flow control

-  Three spray patterns : jet, cone and fast fill

2676 - Multi Spray
-  Lockable on / off  trigger  with separate flow control
-  Five spray patterns : jet, cone, fast fill, flat spray, and 

fine rose

2652 - Lance Spray
-  Lockable on / off  trigger  with separate flow control

-  Two spray patterns : Aerated, and fine rose

2294 - Hose Nozzle Plus
-  Lockable on / off  with flow control

-  Three spray patterns : jet, cone and fast fill

2682 - Jet Spray Plus
-  Lockable variable flow trigger and separate flow 

control

-  Three spray patterns : jet, cone and fast fill

5 010646 052689
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hose end
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2684 - Multi Spray Plus
-  Lockable variable flow trigger and separate flow 

control
-  Six spray patterns : jet, cone, fast fill, fan, mist, and 

fine rose

2643 - Lance Spray Plus (not shown)
- Powder coated die cast metal body  
-  Lockable on / off  trigger 
-  Eight spray patterns : Cone, fan, shower, angle, flat, 

mist, jet, centre, and cone

2644 - Telescopic Lance Spray Plus

  

2690 - Jet Plus
-  Powder coated die cast metal body  
-  Lockable on / off  trigger 

-  Two spray patterns : jet and cone

2691 - Multi Plus
-  Powder coated die cast metal body  
-  Lockable on / off  trigger 
-  Eight spray patterns : Cone, fan, shower, angle, flat, 

mist, jet, centre, and cone

2687 - Jet Spray Pro
-  Die cast metal body with soft over moulding
-  Lockable on / off  trigger  with separate flow control
-  Three spray patterns : jet, cone and fast fill

2688 - Multi Spray Pro
-  Die cast metal body with soft over moulding

-  Lockable on / off  trigger  with separate flow control    
-  Seven spray patterns : jet, cone, fast fill, fan, mist, 

fine rose, and aerated

5 010646 052689
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2510 - Round Sprinkler 177m2

-  8 jets ensures very even water coverage
-  Ideal for established plants and turf

-  Max Coverage 177m2 / 15m diameter

2515 - Multi Sprinkler 79m2

-  8 differently shaped spray patterns : small semi 
circle, large semi circle, mist, strip, small circle, large 
circle, square and remote jet.

-  Ideal for small gardens
-  Max Coverage 79m2 / 10m diameter

2969 - Rectangular Sprinkler 180m2

-  Ultra even coverage due to water powered motor 
and 15 jets 

-  Adjustable watering width 

-  Max Coverage 180m2  / 14m x 13m max

2520 - Round Sprinkler Plus 254 m2

-  Rotating sprinkler on sled, two spray patterns
-  Fine spray for seeds and seedlings, Jet spray for turf 

and established plants

-  Max Coverage 254m2 / 18m diameter

2332 - Round Sprinkler Plus 314 m2

-  Ultra even coverage due to water powered motor 
and 5 jets 

-  Metal Spike , can water circle or part circle
-  Max Coverage 314m2 / 20m diameter

2972 - Rectangular Sprinkler Plus 180m2

-  Ultra even coverage due to water powered motor 
and 15 jets 

-  Adjustable watering width 
-  Max Coverage 180m2 / 14m x 13m max

2975 - Rectangular Sprinkler Plus 260m2

-  Ultra even coverage due to water powered motor 
and 20 brass jets 

-  Adjustable watering width 
-  Max Coverage 260m2 / 17m x 15m max

2974 - Rectangular Sprinkler Plus 200m2

-  Ultra even coverage due to water powered motor 
and 17 jets  

-  Adjustable watering width 
-  Max Coverage 200m2 / 15m x 13m max

2335 - Round Sprinkler Pro 314m2

-  Ultra even coverage due to water powered motor , 
two spray patterns

-  Metal Spike. Water circle or part circle. Fine spray 
for seeds and seedlings, Jet spray for turf and 
established plants

-  Max Coverage 314m2 / 20m diameter

2336 - Round Sprinkler Pro 314m2

-  Ultra even coverage due to water powered 
motor, two spray patterns

-  Metal Spike. Water circle or part circle. Fine spray 
for seeds and seedlings, Jet spray for turf and 
established plants

-  Max Coverage 314m2 / 20m diameter

2976 - Rectangular Sprinkler Pro 230m2

-  Ultra even coverage due to water powered 
motor, two spray patterns

-  Fine spray for seeds and seedlings, Jet 
spray for turf and established plants
-  Max Coverage 230m2 / 16m x 14m max

2986 - Rectangular Sprinkler Pro 320m2

-  Ultra even coverage due to water powered motor, 
two spray patterns

- Fine spray for seeds and seedlings, Jet 
spray for turf and established plants
- Max Coverage 320m2 /19m x 17m 

max.
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2601 - Car Wheel Brush
-  Soft bristled brush with on / off flow control

-  Can be used with 2621 soap sticks

2603 - Short Car Brush
-  Soft bristled brush with on / off flow control

- Can be used with 2621 soap sticks

2602 - Short Car Brush Plus
-  Soft bristled brush with  jet spray and on / off flow 

control

-  Can be used with any liquid car shampoo

2604 - Medium Car Brush Plus
-  Soft bristled brush with multi position head on / off 

flow control

-  Can be used with any liquid car shampoo

2605 - Medium Car Brush Pro
-  Rotating brush with multi position head on / off flow 

control

-  Can be used with any liquid car shampoo

2607 - Long Car Brush Pro
-  Long rotating brush with multi position head on / off 

flow control
-  Can be used with any liquid car shampoo

2621 - Shampoo Sticks

5 010646 052689
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2150 - 4-Way Tap Connector
-  Creates four outlets from a single tap
-  Can be wall mounted
- Includes 2 x hose connectors and wall 

fixings

2289 - 3/4” Accessory adaptor
- 3/4” BSP (G3/4) 

2760 - Pressure Reducer
-  Reduces tap water pressure to 1.5bar 

(20psi)  for optimum performance
-  3/4” BSP (G3/4) inlet, 13mm or 4mm 

outlet

5 010646 052689
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auto watering
2764 - 25m of 13mm Supply Hose
-  Highly flexible, UV stable, central 

supply tube

2765 - Flow Control Valve - 13mm
-  In-line 13mm valve shuts off or adjusts 

the flow in the 13mm supply tube

2766 - 90º Elbow Connector - 13mm
-  For making 90º turns in the 13mm 

supply tube

2767 - T piece - 13mm
-  For branching the 13mm supply tube

2768 - Straight Connector - 13mm
-  For extending the 13mm supply tube

2769 - End Plug - 13mm
-  For closing off the 13mm supply tube

2779 - Blanking Plug - 13mm
-  Seals holes in the 13mm supply tube

2770 - Stake - 13mm
-  Holds the supply tube in position

2771 - Wall Clip - 13mm
-  Secures supply tube to walls or fences

2799 - Hole Punch
-  Punches holes in supply tube and 

dismantles micro jets

2772 - 10m 4mm Hose
-  Small bore tubing used to supply 

individual plants
-  Highly flexible and UV stable

2776 - Flow Control Valve - 4mm
-  In-line 4mm valve shuts off or adjusts 

the flow in the 4mm supply tube

2777 - T piece - 4mm
-  For branching the 4mm supply tube

2778 - Straight Connector - 4mm
-  For joining micro tube to supply tube, 

or two lengths of micro hose / micro 
soaker hose

2781 - Stake - 4mm
-  Holds the micro tube in position

2782 - Wall Clip - 4mm
-  Secures micro tube to walls or fences

2783 - 4 LPH End of line Dripper
-  Simple dripper that provides fixed 4lph 

at 1.5bar

2784 - 4 LPH In-Line Pressure 
Compensating Dripper
-  Self regulating dripper giving a constant 

4lph regardless of water pressure
- For in-line use
2785 - 4 LPH End of Line Pressure 
Compensating Dripper
-  Self regulating dripper giving a constant 

4lph regardless of water pressure
- For end of line use

2786 - In-line Adjustable Mini 
Sprinkler (0-40LPH)
-  Mini sprinkler with adjustable flow for 

in-line use

2787 - End of line Adjustable Mini 
Sprinkler (0-40LPH)
-  Mini sprinkler with adjustable flow for 

end of line use

2788 - End of line Adjustable Mini 
Sprinkler on Stake (0-40LPH) 
 - Adjustable sprinkler mounted on a 

12cm stake complete with 4mm tube 
adaptor

2789 - High Spike
-  Combines with any of the micro jet 

sprinklers to raise the spray pattern up 
to 35cm

2790 - 90º Micro Jet
-  Produces ¼ circle spray pattern

2791 - 180º Micro Jet
-  Produces semi circle spray pattern

2792 360º Micro Jet
-  Produces full circle spray pattern

2793 - 90º Adjustable Micro Jet
-  Adjustable flow ¼ circle micro jet

2794 - 180º Adjustable Micro Jet
-  Adjustable flow ½ circle micro jet

2795 - 360º Adjustable Micro Jet
-  Adjustable flow full circle micro jet

2796 - Strip Micro Jet
-  Produces narrow elongated spray 

pattern

2797 - Mister Micro Jet
-  Produces a fine concentrated mist

2798 - 360º Mini Sprinkler
-  Adjustable flow, rotating, full circle 

sprinkler

Ø 13mm

13mm276513mm2764

13mm276713mm2766

13mm276913mm2768

13mm277013mm2779

13mm279913mm2771

4mm2772 4mm2776

4mm2777 4mm2778

4mm2781 4mm2782

2783 2784

2785 2786

2787 2788

2789                   2790

2791 2792

2793 2794

2795 2796

2797 2798 

4L/H
MAX

4L/H
AUTO

4L/H
AUTO

40L/H
MAX

30cm

40L/H
MAX

30cm

40L/H
MAX

30cm

55L/H
MAX

2m

55L/H
MAX

2m

55L/H
MAX

2m

55L/H
MAX

2m

55L/H
MAX

2m

55L/H
MAX

2m

33L/H
MAX

2m

82L/H
MAX

3m

55L/H
MAX

50cm

Ø 4mm
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electronic water timers

5 010646 052689automatic watering - accessories

2705 - AC Water Timer
-  Electronic water computer with dial 

programming
-  Offers watering options from once per week up 

to four times per day (13 pre set programs)
-  1” BSP (G1) / 3/4” BSP (G3/4) / 1/2” BSP (G1/2) 

tap connectors

2 

2701 - AC Water Timer Pro & Rain Sensor
-  Sophisticated, versatile and easy to program 

digital water computer. Easy to conserve water 
by linking to remote rain sensor supplied

-  Four methods of programming : one touch, 13 
pre set programs, interactive watering wizard, or 
set up to 28 different programs using Watering 
manager

-  1” BSP (G1) / 3/4” BSP (G3/4) / 1/2” BSP (G1/2) 
tap connectors. 10m of cable and wall fixings for 
rain sensor

2 

2700 - AC Water Timer Plus
-  Electronic water timer with dial and button 

programming
-  Allows selection of current time, watering start 

time, watering frequency, and watering duration. 
Allows programs from once per week up to four 
times per day

-  1” BSP (G1) / 3/4” BSP (G3/4) / 1/2” BSP (G1/2) 
tap connectors

2 

electronic watering timer - PLUS

electronic watering timer - PRO
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2824 - Extra Aquapod
-  Extension kit for 2822 and 2823 watering kits, 

adds watering for 5 more container plants to an 
existing system

-  1 x AquaPod (5 drippers) plus adaptors

2825 - Hanging Basket & Hedge Kit
 - Extension kit for 2822 and 2823 watering kits, 

adds watering for 5 more hanging baskets or a 
hedge 2.5m long to an existing system

- Contains 10m x 4mm hose, 5 x 4mm stakes, 1 x 
4mm T, 5 x drippers, plus adaptors 

5 

5 

automatic watering kits 5 010646 052689

automatic watering kits - PLUS

automatic watering kits - PRO

2754 - 15 Pot Watering Kit
-  Complete watering kit for a hedge up to 7.5m long or 

15 container plants
-  Contains pressure reducer, 15m x  4mm hose, 10 x 

4mm wall clips & stakes , 15 drippers and connectors

2822 - Greenhouse Watering Kit
-  Easy to install watering kit for a greenhouse plants. 

Waters up to 10 plants.
-  Contains pressure reducer, 20m x 4mm hose, 10 x 

4mm stakes , 2 x Aquapod’s (10 drippers)

2756 - 20 Pot Automatic Watering Kit
-  Complete Automatic watering kit for a hedge up to 

10m long or 20 container plants
-  Contains AC Plus water computer, pressure reducer, 

15m x 13mm hose, 10m x 4mm hose, 5 x 4mm 
wall clips & 10 x 4mm stakes , 20 x drippers and 
connectors

2823 - Automatic Holiday Watering Kit
-  Easy to install automatic holiday watering kit for   

patio plants. Waters up to 10 plants.
-  Contains AC Plus water computer, pressure reducer, 

20m x 4mm hose, 10 x 4mm stakes , 2 x Aquapod’s 
(10 drippers)
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4602 - Killaspray® 1.25 Litre Sprayer  
-  Small, heavy duty pressure sprayer
-  Lockable on/off flow control for 

continuous spraying
-  Nozzle adjustment from fine jet to mist
-  3 year guarantee

4605 - Killaspray® 5 Litre Sprayer
-  Lockable on/off flow control for continuous 

spraying
-  Wide ergonmic pump handle for easy fillling 

and emptying
-  Covers up to 150m2

-  3 year guarantee

4607 - Killaspray® 7 Litre Sprayer
-  Lockable on/off flow control for continuous 

spraying
-  Wide ergonmic pump handle for easy 

fillling and emptying
-  Covers up to 210m2

-  3 year guarantee

4610 - Killaspray® 10 Litre Sprayer
-  Lockable on/off flow control for continuous 

spraying
-  Wide ergonmic pump handle for easy 

fillling and emptying
-  Covers up to 300m2

-  3 year guarantee

4612 - Killaspray® 12 Litre Sprayer
-  Specifically designed for spraying larger 

areas
-  Contoured container, shaped to 

comfortably fit the operators back 
-  Covers up to 360m2

-  3 year guarantee

4616 - Killaspray® 16 Litre Sprayer
-  Specifically designed for spraying larger 

areas
-  Contoured container, shaped to 

comfortably fit the operators back 
-  Covers up to 480m2

-  3 year guarantee

5 010646 052689Sprayers - PLUS
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4120 - 0.5 Litre Spraymist Trigger 
Sprayer
- Small trigger sprayer for indoor use
- Translucent, graduated bottle
- Nozzle adjustment from fine jet to mist

4121 - 1.0 Litre Spraymist Trigger 
Sprayer
- Medium trigger sprayer for indoor use
-  Translucent, graduated bottle
-  Nozzle adjustment from fine jet to mist 

4122 - 1.25 Litre Spraymist Pressure 
Sprayer
-  Pressure sprayer for indoor use
-  Easy to pressurise pump
-   Nozzle adjustment from fine jet to mist
-  2 year guarantee

4127 - Hozelock 7 Pressure Sprayer
-  Easy-fill, wide tun dish neck
-  2 year guarantee

4005 - Promo 5 Litre Pressure Sprayer
-  Lockable on/off flow control for continuous 

spraying
-  Translucent, graduated bottle for accurate 

chemical mixing & dosing 
-  2 year guarantee

4010 - Promo 10 Litre Pressure 
Sprayer
-  Lockable on/off flow control for 

continuous spraying
-  Translucent, graduated bottle for accurate 

chemical mixing & dosing 
-  2 year guarantee

4007 - Promo 7 Litre Pressure Sprayer
-  Lockable on/off flow control for continuous 

spraying
-  Translucent, graduated bottle for accurate 

chemical mixing & dosing 
-  2 year guarantee

5 010646 052689
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4905 - Killaspray Plus® 5 Litre Sprayer
-  Heavy duty metal pump shaft for extra 

strength & long life
-  Telescopic lance for extra reach 

(50-85cm) and to prevent bending
-  Complete with weedkiller cone and fan 

spray to prevent spray drift when using 
weedkiller treatments

- Covers up to 150m2

- 5  year guarantee

4907 - Killaspray Plus® 7 Litre 
Sprayer
-  Heavy duty metal pump shaft for extra 

strength & long life            
-  Telescopic lance for extra reach 

(50-85cm) and to prevent bending
-  Complete with weedkiller cone and fan 

spray to prevent spray drift when using 
weedkiller treatments

-  Covers up to 210m2

-  5 year guarantee

4910 - Killaspray Plus® 10 Litre 
Sprayer
-  Heavy duty metal pump shaft for extra 

strength & long life
-  Telescopic lance for extra reach (50-85cm) 

and to prevent bending
-  Complete with weedkiller cone and fan 

spray to prevent spray drift when using 
weedkiller treatments

-  Covers up to 300m2

-  5 year guarantee

4912 - Killaspray Plus® 12 Litre 
Sprayer
-  Specifically designed for spraying larger 

areas
-  Contoured container, shaped to 

comfortably fit the operators back
-  Complete with weedkiller cone and fan 

spray to prevent spray drift when using 
weedkiller treatments

- Covers up to 360m2

- 5 year guarantee

5 010646 052689Sprayers - PRO
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5102 - Viton® 1.25 Litre Sprayer
-  Small heavy duty sprayer for the 

application of aggressive chemicals
-  Equipped with Viton fluoroelastomer seals
-  2 year guarantee

5105 - Viton® 5 Litre Sprayer
- Stainless steel lance for added strength
- Equipped with Viton fluoroelastomer seals
- Covers up to 150m2

- 2 year guarantee

5107 - Viton® 7 Litre Sprayer
-  Lockable on/off flow control for continuous 

spraying
-  Equipped with Viton fluoroelastomer seals
-  Covers up to 210m2

-  2 year guarantee

5110 - Viton® 10 Litre Sprayer
-  Stainless steel lance for added strength
-  Equipped with Viton fluoroelastomer seals
-  Covers up to 300m2

-  2 year guarantee

4140 - 4’n1 Portashower®

-  Compact, portable shower
- Handy-sized, measuring only 460mm high 

for easy storage
- Integral lance handle storage facility
-  2 year guarantee

5 010646 052689Sprayers - PROINFO INFO
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4091 - Annual Service Kit - 1.25ltr

4092 - Annual Service Kit - 5-10ltr

4093 - Annual Service Kit - 12 & 16ltr

4094 - Annual Service Kit - Viton

4095 - Pump Barrel - Promo

4096 - Pump Barrel - Killaspray

4097 - Pump Assembly - Knapsack

4098 - Pump Barrel Assembly - Viton

4099 - 1.3m Hose

4100 - 1.5m Knapsack Hose

4101 - Dip Tube Assembly

4102 - Pressure Release Assembly

5 010646 052689
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4103 - Spray Nozzle Set

4104 - Trigger Assembly - Promo/Viton

4105 - Trigger Assembly - Killaspray & 
Knapsack

4106 - Extension Lance

4107 - Telescopic Lance

4110 - Harness - Killaspray

4112 - Weedkiller Cone
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